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One-handed Conjurer Hand Two-handed Horseman's Hand One-Handed Thaumaturge Hand Two-Handed Thaumaturge Secondary Tool Carpenter's Secondary Tool BlackSmith's Primary Tool BlackSmith's Secondary Tool LeatherWorker's Primary Tool LeatherWorker's Secondary Tool Alchemist's Secondary Tool
Culinarian's Primary Tool Culinarian's Secondary Tool Botanist's Secondary Tool Secondary Tool Baked Pipira Pira ⼤⼝採集 Pipira PirouetteFoundationx:10 y:1051,429650 The congregation is preparing a celebratory feast to form a new volunteer militia. However, with the number increasing, we don't have a penny to
treat every citizen according to prescriptions used at banquets reserved to anoint Temple Knight. We need to find abundant fish that chefs can use to fill initiator plates. Pipira pira should be found on the ride. May I ask you to bring me some?56Pipira Pira× 3 ⼤⼝採集 Plus One or Two or Three (L)Foundationx:10
y:1077,143850 While the banquet provided by the Temple Knights should only have been for those already enrolled in the volunteer militia, the list of calls seems to have increased threefold after insisting that families be allowed the event as well. Everyone enjoys a free meal, I suppose, but it also means that the main
course of pyre piping will need to be tripled to feed all guests.56Pipira Pira× 6 (38) Original text Skip to Content PageDiscussionEditHistory in: Icons of items from the Final Fantasy XIV edit category page Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 7 Page 8 Page 9 Page 10 Page 11 Hello! I'm just wondering if there's more
variety on other servers. Mine has a few meals, such as Marron Glace, Sohm Al Tart, Frozen Spirits, Seafood Stew, Baked Onion Soup and the like, which sell... But none of them are anywhere near as good a sale, and at such a good price, as baked Pipira Pira. On any given day, I will earn twice as much from baked
pipira as from every other type of food I try to sell. Are all the servers like this? have fun! :) Page 2 13 comments
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